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Whales begin underwater backgammon record attempt
By MATT KENNEDY
Guardian Stafl Writer

i d u ; played this
f tfee Wright Stmt* W W « play oae <4 «Se
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i Whale* saccesafaD) playnd 81 cooaecotJve boon underwater for lb® Booal McDonald
Guardian photo by Doug Resting

It could have been mistaken for
any backgammon game. Two
opponents, each trying to outmanuever the other by luck of the
roll and the skill of their moves.
What made it different was that
they-were playing 14 feet under
water in the deep end of WSU't
swimming pool.
They were the Wright Whales
Scuba Club, the local scuba
diving group, trying to set a
record for the longest continuous
playing of underwater backgammon.
THEIR GOAL WAS two-foid;
one. to set a new world's record
for playing underwater board
game, and two, to collect donations for the Children's Medical

Center's
Ronald
McDonald
House.
They got the idea from a group
in San Francisco that played
checkers underwater for 56 hoars.
They are planning to beat that
record and gain recognition in the
Guiness Book of World Records.
THE PLAN CALLED for 50
individuals, playing in two hours
shifts, to play for 80 continuous
hours.
It all started at midnight,
Thursday April 24. Gathered that
night in the half-'.it pool room,
members of the Whales began
preparations for the event.
Ir position at the deep f>d was
a walkway across the section, and
a hydrophone was set up on the
(See 'BACKGAMMON' page T,
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Board of Trustees approves tution increase
By KEVIN THORNTON
Assistant to the Editor
The WSU Board of Trustees
Friday approved a 6.7 percent
undergraduate student fee increase for the 1980-81 academic
year.
The increase will amount to $2
per credit hour for part-time
students and either 520 or S2S per
quarter for full-time students
depending on tlieir exact hours.
NEW FEES are $34 per credit

hour and $360 per quarter for
students taking 11 to 18 hours.
Students taking over 18 hours will
be asked the part-time rate for the
additional hours.
Also approved was an increase
in the fees for graduate students.
This increase will range from 5 to
11.5 percent. One example is the
School of Medicine where fees
will increase eight percent from
$690 to $745 per quarter.
Vice President for Student
Affairs F.lenore Koch said, "The
increase adopted by the Trustees

does not even come close to
offsetting inflation."
THE 6.7 percent increase
according to Koch is less than
that at most other state supported
universities.
She said. "Miami University
has approved a 12.4 percent hike
and Ohio State. Ohio University
and the University of Cincinnati
are also planning percentage
increases in double digits."
In his repot! to the Botrd,
President Robert Kcgerreis said
the fee increase still left WSU in

the bottom third in the state in year."
"The problem of increased
relation to fee increases.
AN ESTIMATED $735,000 in salaries and continuing inflation
additional revenues will result will be met by further budgetary
from the increase according to constraints and an expected inVice President for the Admini- crease in state subsidy, in adstration Dt, Jatces Kirk. Kirk >Jso dition to the student fee increase.
said the money will be used to
compensate for the University's
reduced purchasing power due to
KOCH CONCIUDED, "We
inflation.
intend to held our fees as low as
"Using a c-mservative estimate possible for as long as we can. We
of nine percent" Kirk said. do not want to pass the cost of
"WSU has lost over $3 million in inflation directly onto our stupurchasing power this past dent."

Murray resigns Academic Vice President position
By KEVT1 THORNTON
Aaafcian; to the Editor
Vice-President for Academic
Affairs John V. Murray said
Friday he is resigning his position

as vice-president effective Jan. 1,
1981.
The announcement was made
by President Robert Kegerreis
at the WSU Board of Trustees
meeting.
MURRAY SAID he will continue at Wright State as a full
time professor of management.
However, he =o«*d. his duties as
vice-president have becorar increasingly time consuming taking
him away from his family and
from his professional pursuits.
"By returning to teaching full
time. I feel both my family and
myself will benefit," he said.
In his statement to the Board
Friday, Man-./ said. "1 leave my
position with mixed emotions. My
duties as vice-president have at
times been both rewarding and
frustrating."

Join M«m.y

KEGERREIS SAID he

has

compiled a list of 17 projects thai
Murray will continue to work on
until his resignation takts effect
in January.
Murray added he will carry
out h b responsibilities and assist
in the search for his replacement.
"J leave the vice-presidency
with a feeling of satisfaction." he
said. "1 have completed really
every project iisat I had planned
two years ago. Now I look forward
to finishing my position."
MURRAY CAME to WSU in
1967 as ar. associate professor of
management. In 1970 he was
named Chairman of the Department of Management, and in
1971 he was promoted to Dean of
the College of Business and
Administration.
in 1973, Murray was appointed
Associate Provost and served in
that capacity until his appointment as Vice-President for Academic Affairs in 1974.

KegerrtiS, who has worked
with Murray for "several years."
said. "I know him to be a capable
hard-working individual whose
contributions to the university
will be missed. I have never
known a more conscientious
^mini^rator."

£?GERREIS ALSO noted Murray's contributions in discussions
leading to the crcatkm of the
office of clinical relations, in the
design of a staffing nxxiel for
budget control, and the implementation of a university program
review piocess.

Tuesday
weather

Periods of rxin or drizzle during the day and continuing into the
evening. Temperatures in the afternoon will riuige from the low to
mid fifties and temperatures in the evening will be in the low
forties. Wednesday weather will be partly cloudy with
temperatures in the high sixties.

Thought
The great end of life is not knowledge but action."
Thomas Henry HusSey
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WSU Director chosen to help in NASA mission
ly CAKOL A. HOWIXI.
Gaanttaa A n o d i u Writer
Dr. Jen old Petrofsky h u been
working hard to develop an
esperiment (or the medical p«rt of
the upcoming NASA space shutllf missions.
Petrofskv, director of the
Wright Sute bio-medical engineering lab, was one of 40
persons chosen out of the 400
applicants to develop medical
experiments for the shuttles.
NASA's space shuttle flights
will begin in six months. Petrof
sky said, and each will run for 10
days ever* two weeks.
Petrofsky's experiment will be
performed on one of the missions
in a spice medical Isb which will
be taken on the shuttle. The
special lab will be used on one out
of every 36 flights.
The first medical flight will be

in March J983. Petrof sky said,
although he was not sure if his
experiment will be chosen for
thefirstflight.
PETHOFSKY'S
experiment
consists of measuring the strain
of isometric exercise on the heart
in zero gravity.
Isometric cxercine is one set of
muscles briefly tensed ir. opposition to another.
•' Isometrics can be a very lethal
type of exercise and can be
damaging to the heart," Petrof
sky said.
NASA IS interested in measuring the exercises strain in space
since a great deal of isometrics
are used, Petrofskv explained.
., hi regular earth gravity, the
heart readjusts the blood flow
when a person sits or s.'ands,
Petrofsky said, but is lero gravity
the heart loses its orientation.

This could create high blood
pressure since isometrics can
double tlje rate of blood flow in
two minutes.
Petrofsky said ijomctlic activities are a way of life in zero
gravity space. Without gravity,
an astronaut has to secure feet
and hands for leverage when
doing simple things lite twisting
» door handle.
The isometric exercise experiment. Petrofsky has designed,
includes attaching electrodes
from a computer !o the body
where the muscle to be measured
is located.
Withing a few seconds after an
exercise is begun, the computer
will be able to tell how long the
muscle will hold up.
ABOUT TWENTY of the 40
medical experiments to be per-

formed on the shuttle missions
arc being developed by university
members around the country,
Petrofsky said.
A round one third are provided
by NASA and the rest are at the
descretion of the European Space
Agency which is designing the
space lab which will house the
medical testing facilities.
"Over the next 10 years there
will be about six medical flights,"
Petrofsky said. "We're pushing
pencils right now. We have to
find out to coordinate the experiments.
"IT WOULD be too difficult for
six astronauts to do 40 experiments each flight." Petrofsky
said that some experiments may
require the same procedures at
times and perhaps could be
combined to save time and

energy.
That is essential when the total
price of each experiment comes to
sever:! million dollars.
Recently. Petrofsky took a trip
to the Houston Space Center to be
briefed on the upcoming space
shuttle mission.
HE MET with some astronauts
and members of the engineering
and life support teams as we'! as
provided with wiring diagrams of
the orbiter end laboratory facilities he will use in completing his
own experiments.
In addition to being provided
with facilities at both the Houston
center and the Kennedy Space
Center in riorida, Petrofsky has
been given * secretary and a team
of four engineers, administrators
and scientists to help him meet
the requirements of NASA.

Power conversion to coal could cause pollution
WASHINGTON UP! — The
conversion of electric power
plants from oil to coal for fuel is in
the national interest, but could
increase pollution problems in
Northeast states nearly 20 percent. the administrator of the
Environmental Protection Agency
said Monday.
"We believe that coal can be
burned cleanly and that it must be

burned widely in our country,"
Douglas Costle told the Senate
subcommittee on environmental
pollution.
"IT IS essentia! that this nation
back away from oil and turn to
coal for its energy reeds," Costle
said. "For national security reasons. we must end our dependence on foreign oil."
But Costle also said thai sulfur

and nitrogen pollution "may
increase as much as 15 percent to
20 pel-cent in the northeast." if 50
power plants convert to coal as
scheduled.
"This translates ... into an
emission increase of about
330,000 tons per year of sulfur
dioxide and 200,000 tons per year
of nitrogen oxide." Costle said.
"Roughly two-thirds of the in-

creased emissions will fall on land
and the remaining one-third will
probably be blown out to sea."
SUCH ADDED pollution "may
cause a 10 percent to 15 percent
increase in acid deposition according to our preliminary estimates." Cos'le said.
"We cannot presently say wth
certainty how much more ecological damage that will cause." he
said. "We can say with certainty
that the existing burden of acid
deposition will be made worse."
Costle supported legislation
that would provide S10 billion to
help electric utilities convert from

oil and gas to coal as a fuel for
power generation.
SEN. EDMUND Muskie,
Maine, called the S10 billion a
reward to the utilities "for their
foot-dragging, their refusal to do
what is in their economic interest
as well as the national interest."
Muskie said Congress already
has given the federal government
authority to order electric utilities
to burn coa1 "Unfortunately, it
appears that the nation's utilities
wield more influence with those
who implement energy policy
than does the law of the land
written by Congress." he said.

Look Into AMERICA.
America: The Datsun
Student Travel Guide
FREE FROM:
WSU ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
At: Alumni Office, 048 U.C.
Ombudsman's, 192 Allyn
MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
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OPENINGS IN SCIENTIFICfTECHNICA.L/MEOICAL
AND GENERAL MANAGEMENT
U n i f o r m e d Military D K I H O M of the Department of the N a v y have l o m e
openings available They include
Ocean S y n e m i / D i v m g a n d
SCIENTIFIC/TECHNICAL
Salvage
A v i a t " > i IPilot training and
Systwms Maintenance)
O e e a n o * .(ihy/Vteteorolgy
Computer Programming/
MEDICAL
Technology
R N / V O / D O / D D / O D S / Allied Fields
Engineering (Civil /Marine/
GENERAL
Mechanical /Electrical/
Accownting/F inance
Electronic)
Adrmnistration/Peisonnel
Nuclear Power Operation/
Transportation
Instruction
Operations
Q U A L I F I C A T I O N S : M i n i m u m B S / B A degree (college juniors and seniors
may inquire). Federal r e f l a t i o n s require that applicant: be no i m s t h a n
2 7 years old (adjustable up to 3 years tor Voterans and age requirements
very (or Medical Program), to ensure lull o p p o r t u n i t y lor earner cdvance
ment Relocation overseas or domestically required Applicants mu»t pasi
rigorous menta. and physical ! » e m i n a t « x i s and quality tor security
clea ence
B E N E F I T S . Personnel can e«pec> an eacallent benefiu'peckege vvtiich
includes 3 0 days' annual vacation, generous medical/dentaf/lite insurance
coverage and other tax free incentives Dependents' benefits are also
available Entensive training program is provided A planned p r o m o t i o n
program is included w i t h a commission in the Have! Reserve.
P R O C E D U R E : Send letter or resume, stating qualifications and interests
to Navy Officer Programs. 2 0 0 N High S t . No 6 0 9 , Columbus. O H 4321S.
or talk to
u . Sipe/Lt Burdette
\
when
y V _

they »'»'»
visit c»mpu*
campus on
on
M a y IV—H
20-22
Qpoo'tynrty Employ**. U S. C
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during a credit crisis
American Express hasn't changed its application qualifications for graduating students during the current credit crisis.
That's because the American Express Card isn't a credit
card. It's a charge card. There's no revolving, open-end credit.
You are expected to pay your bill in full every month. So with the
Card, you don't get in over your head.
You use your head.
American Express is continuing its special application
plan for graduating students. If you have a $10,OCX) job (or the
promise of one) lined up, you can apply for an American Express
Card right now.
You'll need the Card for every thing from business lunches
to vacations, from buying clothes to buying theatre tickets.
You'll have new responsibilities after graduation. T1
American Express Card will help you manage them.
To apply for a Card, just pick up an application
at one of the displays on campus. Or you can call the tollfree number 800-528-8000,and ask for a special student application.
The American Express Card. Don't leave school without it.
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Medical Board powers
Legislation passed by the Ohio Senate and now before the House
would rightfully increase the controls on errant physicians,
osteopaths and podiatrists.
For, the public is no longer looking to the physician as a supreme
human, and that public is entitled to the support of its laws.
The bill echos the public's concern and would allow the Medical
Board to take immediate disciplinary action against physicians if
there is an immediate danger to the public.

,he try
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doctor. i n
genera should be taken to court after every operation on general
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These police powers for the Medical Board will better enable it to
examine the medicos under their jurisdiction.

OUR ECONOMY HAS been on the upswing
for so long that millions of Americans have
never known anything else. Understandably,
they are more apprehensive than those who
have been through previous downturns.
You can see their anxieties reflected in the
populauti: of such books as "How to Prosper
During the Coming Bad Years."
As it h/ipptns, 1 was never able to prosper
even during (he good vears. I am, however, one
of the few people alive today who is old enough
to remember what it was like during the Great
Depression.
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Recession: the great unknown
WASHINGTON UPI- Economists are p/edict
inn that the recession they were predicting last
year will arrive later this year, if it hasn't
already started or isn't delayed again.
The coinciding of these forecasts with the new
census reminds us that for a large segment of
the population the prospective recession amounts to facing the unknown.

University officials and University apartment dwellers
disagree often on the quality of housing. Officials think of it as
' adequate" and at least one lesident thinks of it as a "hell
hole."
But, these two parties agree about the apartments being
"convenient" because of their location. Many students have
said they will not move out of University housing despite the
recent passage of the RTA levy that will provide county-wide
transportation to WSU.
Obviously, the officials were right; the housing is adequate for
the students living in it.

KCTte rnti

THEREFORE, MY counsel and guidance are
in constant demand.
In the gloaming recently. 1 was a-sittin' and
a-rockitf oui c! the verenda when Bertie and
Fancy Clanker, a young couple who live down
the street, stopped by.
"Is it true you are one of the survivors of the
Great Depression?" Bertie asked shyly.
"YOU'RE DERN tootln'." 1 cackled, slapping
my knee.
When you reach my age, you start dropping
letters off the end of words and replacing them
with apostrophes. This helps save your breath

DO i » i w r in TMC
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for more important things, like breathin'.
You also tend to cackle a lot. That gives you a
cover for slaping your knee to keep the
circulation going.
THE CLANKERS asked if they might sit at
my feet for awhile and drink in any wisdom I
might impart on how to cope with the coming
hard times.
I gathered up a mouthful of apostrophes and
said. "The best thing to do is put your life
savin's into mattresses."
Fancy Clanker pulled a note pad out of her
purse.
"ARE MATTRESSES safer than banks when
times are hard?"
"Not necessarily." I replied, "but they paybetter interest."
Fancy erased something she had written
down.
"WHAT 15 FHE mair. difference between
rr«-:*k>t. and iaEatiop?," Bertie asked.
"Durin' inflation, you have money but can't
buy things became prices are too high. Durin'
recessions, the prices come down but you have
no money."
Bertie gave a thoughtful nod.
"I THINK I'M getting the feel of it." he said.
It's a pity the Clankers and other young
couples never knew Sophia Tucker, "the Last of
the Red Hot Mommas." She used to say before
the cooled off that "I've been poor, and I've
been rich, t o d . believe me, rich is better."
If Miss Tucker were alive today, she probably
would be chairman of the president 's Council of
Economic Advisors.
Fifth in a Sarin of 5
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Reader blasts Walker
To the Editor
IT- yoar April 24 iuue of the
Guardian. Junes Walker made *
person*] attack on Mr. Chtpp
Swindler by calling him a fool and
a knave, (don't think Mr. Walker
should have overloaded his mouth
and »howed(sic) everyone just
ho* narrow minded he really is.
For one thing, he start* his
attack on Mr. SwkuSer by saying
"If Mr. Chlpp Swindler was
correctly quoted..." I think Mr.
Walker should have kept his
mouth shut unit! he found out
whether Mr Swindler's statements were correct or not.
Even more than that. Mr.
Swindler made a point that many
students feel is correct. The
faculty here has earned the
privilege to park in F, B, and C as
much es I have had to EARN the
right to attend this school.
I say hogwash you,Mr. Walker.
I don't need to hear this crap
about you having earned the
privilege of being better than any
of the students on this campus. I
feel you haven't earned a damn
thing.
You, the almighty, sit in your
office anddenand that we "little"
people listen and obey. I feel the
only privilege you have earned is
the privilege to teach on this
campus. If you had your way, you
would probably segregate the
students and faculty and deny us
the right to even talk to you.
Mr. Walker. I can only say that

I »m sorry that 1 have to come
down to your level. I feel that you
should have at least listened to
what Mr. Swindler was saying,
then maybe, but I doubt It. you
could have seen tha". Mr.
Swindler is a representative of the
students and was voicing our
concerns.
One more thing. Wright State
may never be a Berkeley or J
Harvard, but by God this SGVXJI
has come a long way without your
help, thank you. and will probably
continue to grow long after you've
left.
I feci that Mr. Swindler has
devo'ed more of his time and
efforts into making some significant and positive changes in just
two years than you have in the 11
years that you have been here.
Maybe you should go out and get
a frontal lobotomy to help clear
your self-serving, self-centered
head!
Alan Seaver

More on Walker
To the Editor:
Professor Walker has written
with some heat on the parking
problem, and the respect and
privilege to be accorded faculty
on this and other issues. 1 concur
fully on the special position of
faculty, and have no problem with
their having better locations and

Dionne Warwick
says: "Get your
blood into
circulation."

to the Editor...
preferential
rates.
1 think,
though, that students should have
the same right to count on their
space being saved for them it is
a less well situated space, sir, but
there are those of us who love it.
The student as nigger is an
outmoded, if not dishonored,
concept - Berkeley ( »here only
the faculty was alllowed to park?)
played no small role in that
change. Clark Kerr, on becoming
Chancellor at California, said the
job would be easy : "All I have to
do is provide football for the
alumni, parking for the faculty,
and sex for the students." Brave
words - for his time, and ours.
Paula G John

boring, but the most boring part
of the day is when the mail man
comes pass tny ccn without a
letter for me from the outside
world.
I'm am intelligent, trustworthy,
am! honest 23-year-old black
male, S ' l l " and 150 lbs. in
weight with black hair and a
brown skinned complexion.
1 strangely feel that if two
people can share a thought, a
tear, and a smile, they are no
longer strangers anymore.
So if you would please take my
matter into consideration and
place my ad in your newspaper,
your gratitude would be appreciated to the fullest.
Mr. David Covington 156301
P.O. Box69
London, Ohio
43140

Pen pal needed
To the Editor:
1 retlly don't know how to
begin this letter so I'll start by
introducing myself, my name is
David Covington, and I'm presently incarccrated ii: the London
Correctional institution in London, Ohio from where I have
wriiten to newspapers across the
United States in hopes that 1
might be able to correspond with
someone from the outside world
because prison life is rather
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News Tip ?
Call 2505
MAIL.

Recycle this
Guardian

LET'S ALL BECOME AWARE OF REYE'S SYNDROME

The Fiu season, or v a r i o u s symptoms i d e n t i f i e d as Flu. i s upon
us i n f u l l f o r c e .

The Flu i s a v i r a l d i s e a s e and. as such, w a r r a n t s

our s p e c i a l a t t e n t i o n because a very f a t a l c h i l d r e n ' s d i s e a s e , kr.own
as Reye's (pronounced r i s e ) Syndrome, i s a s s o c i a t e d with v i r a l i n fections.

Reye's Syndrome, which has a nrart/ilit.y r i c e of over 40Z.

a f f e c t s c h i l d r e n , and a l s o c j n f o l l o w i n f e c t i o n caused by chicken
pox, upper r e s p i r a t o r y i l l n e s s , and o t h e r v i r a l i n f e c t i o n s .
After the viral infection seemingly ha3 run its course and the
child appears to have recovered, vhe following symptoms should be
treated as serious, and as the first Indication of Reye's Syndrome.
Parents should watch for symptoms, ir. the following order:
.

FREQUENT VOMITING

.

LISTLESSNESS

,

PERSONALITY CHANGE
(SUCH AS IRRITABILITY, COMBATIVENESS)

Call Red Cross now
for a blood donor
appointment.

.

DISORIENTATION. CONFUSION

.

DELIRIUM, CONVULSIONS

Early diagnosis of Feye's Syndrome Is vitally Important If
treatment lg lo be successful.

The disease was considered to be

rare In years past, but the Incidence seems to be Increasing.
Further I n f o r m a t i o n about Reye's Syndrome can b« o b t a i n e d by
contacting:
NATIONAL REYE'S SYNDROME FOUNDATION
Dayton Area Chapter
309 Orchard Drive
Dayton, Ohio 45419
(513) 298-4669
(513^

298-3757

(
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News Shorts

COMING VP
Much Aoo Revo*
The Second Annual Much
Ado Revue Student Talent
Show will take place In the
University Center main cafeteria a! 7:00 p.m.. Thursday,
May 1. I9M. Ushers and stage
crew are needed to help with
the production.
Ushers will be responsible
for arrangement of tables prior
to the show, handing out
programs during the show and
rearranging tables after the
show. Stage crew members
will be responsible assembling
props on stage for each act
Your help is needeu now!
Signup in the Office of
Student Development. 122 Allyn Hall. The office is open
Monday through Thursday,
8:30 to 7:00 p.m. and on
Friday, 8:30 to 5:00 p.m.4-2!

Nana Moumkouri
Nana Mouskouri, Greece's
international sensation, will
bring her lilting voice and
simplistic style to Dayton's
memorial Hall on Saturday.
May 10th, at 8.00 p.m.
Nana will sing the American
hits, folk songs. Greek melodies and her own originals that
have made her famous all over
the world. Kev beautifully
clear voice and versatility (she
sings a,id speaks six languages) are just mime of the
reasons why she hes received
over twenty-five gold records!
Wright State students, faculty
and staff will be able to round
out the May Daze weekend
with a great evening of
entertainment. Nana Mouskouri tickets are $8.50/7.50/6.50 and are on sale now at the
Hollow Tree ticket office.

Cancer Conference
"The Sixth Annua! Cancer
Conference for Nurses" will
be held in Columbus, Ohio at
the Fawcett Cen'er for Tomorrow, 2400 Olentingy River
Road. The progrnm "The
Nurse in Oncology" will be
9:00 a.m. till 4:00 p.m.,
Monday, May 5. 1980 and
repeated Tuesday. May 6,
1980.
Further information and
registration form? may be
obtained at the office of the
Greene County Unit of the
American O n c e r Society at 74
N. Orange Street. Suite A.
Xenia, Ohio or by calling
372-2551, 426-2284.4-15

DR. GERTRUDE Torres will
speak at the May 1 SNOS
meeting. Her subjects include
the ANA & NLN. Following,
there will be a business
meeting. The agendo includes:
May D u e Booth, Hypertension Screening. State Convention and Pot Luck Dinner with
Faculty. Bring your ideas to
472 Fawcett at 2.00 on May 1.
FOREIGN FILM SERIES
The Wright State University
Artist Scries, in conjunction
with the University Center
Board, will present a special
foieign film series this spring.
All films are open to the public
and will be shown in room 112,
Oelman Hall, on the WSU
main campus.
"Every Man
for Himself and God Against
Ail" will be shown at 7p,m.
and 9p.m. on Friday. April 18.
and at 8p.m. on Sunday. April
20. "The Tall Blond Man with
One Black Shoe" follows on
Friday. Mav 2. at 7p.m. and
9p.m. and again Sunday, May
4, at 8p.m.
«

Swim Pngram
The Dayton Area Red Cross
is in need of volunteers to
assist with teaching swimming
to beginners in its summer
"Learn to Swim" program.
The program is conducted at
all public and many family
membership pools in Montgomery. Greene Preble counties throughout the summer.
For additional information a
and signup call the Moraine
Natatorium at 859-3250.

< *rr«-r PUnni .g
Education seniors, graduate
students, and alumni! The
Career Planning and Placement Office has an Updated
Interview Schedule of the
School Districts coming during
the Spring quarter recruiting
season to interview for
teachers.
This is a comprehensive list
of al! the schools participating
and the open positions they
arc seeking to fill.
The majority of school districts are willing to interview
for all elementary and secondary teaching positions.
Students and alumni are
encouraged to stop by or call
the Recrahing Coordinator for
additional information concerning open positions or
-chool districts in which they
ave interested.
Copies of this schedule are
available in the Carter Planning and Placement Office
(873-2556). 126 Student Services. Office hours are 8:30
a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday
through Thursday and 8:30
a.m. to 5 p.m. Fridays.

\

CoUegeNlght
University Center Board is
sponsoring a trip to the
Cincinnati
Red's
College
Night, May 9. 1980. Cost is a
mere $6.50 and includes transportation and refreshmeuts.
Buses will leave the Motor
Pool at 6:G0 p.m. Come join
!he fun! Tickets at Hollow Tree
Box Office'4-21
Dayton Air Fair "80
Just a retninder that now
until the end of April is the
time to sign-up to vc-lunteer
your service at Dayton Air Fair
'80 (July 18-20). Individuals
are needed in nil areas; from
being atour guide to clean-up.
Don't hesitate! Sign-up now
in the Office of Student
Development, 122 Allyn Hall.
We are open 8:30-7:00 p.m.
Monday through Thursday
and 8:30-5:00 p.m. on Friday.

label Ua Grateful
Volunteers are needed by
the Ohio Lung Association to
collect labels from Borden food
and dairy products this spring
in a unique "Label of Love"
fund raising project.
For every 10 different Borden food and dairy labels
turned in by June 30, Borden
will pay $1.00 to the local Lung
Association and $2.00 to the
local Easter Seal Society."
Volunteer kits may be obtained by calling (614)228-3851
or by writing the Ohio Lung
Association, 850 Michigan,
Avenue. Columbus 43215.

Job Opportunities
The -.Hitlcok for sur.-im-.r job
opportunities for co'.lege students for the 1980 summer
appears promising in most
areas. Outlook is for higher
tourist concentration in nat
ionsl park areas throughout
the nation.
The inflation and the high
jirice of gas is expected to
motivate most families to
outdoor recreational type of
leisure for this coming summer. National parks, state
parks end numerous recreai«on arras shouid enjoy a
rubstantial influx of camping
tourists according to job opportunity researchers.
This year will be important for students to apply
(before May 1) for summer
job opportunities as most of
the more desireable areas and
good jobs will be taken at an
early date.
Students interested in summer job opportunities may
obtain additional information
through a free brochure by
sending a self addressed,
stamped envelope to Summer
Job Opportunity Research, P.
0 . Box 730, Coeur d'Alene.
Idaho 83814.

News shorts ar» a p«Mlc
service offered by The Daily
Guardian to campus and r<rea
organizations.
News Short* should be
typed, double-spaced annuance menta of Interest to the
University community.
Also, New Shorts are primarily for the nee of non-profli
Sidewalk Clrctn
The Royal Lichetensteio
one-quarter ring sidewalk circus will be performing at WSU
on Friday, May 2nd. at 12
noon. Shine: on the guadrangle. Rain: in Allyn Lounge.
This event is sponsored by
Campus Ministry is now in its
eighth national tour.
Facility Meeting
Facuhy members who have
items they wish to have
corsidered for the agenda of
the Spring Quarter General
Faculty Meeting, which is
scheduled for May 13, should
notify a member of the Agenda
Committee by Friday, April
25.
The Agenda Committee is
required to place on the
agenda those matters that
come to it by petition of at
least 50 fully-affiliated members of the University faculty.
Agenda Committee:
J. Sayer, Communication
(chairman)
L. Hoehn. Education
K. Ahmad. Finance
M. Low. Mathematics
C. Bart ley. Medicine
D. Miles, Nursing
Much Ado Revue
The second annual Much
Ado Revue student talent
show will take place on
Thursday. May 1. 1980 at
7:00pm in the University Center main cafeteria.
Tne
performance will include such
acts as singing, piano, guitar,
and dancing. All are invited to
attend. Refreshments will be
available. See you there!
Scan Workshop
Being a parent is a tough
job. For some, that job is
further con.plici.ted by many
overwhelming stresses. Marital problems or the difficulties
of being a single parent; not
having enough money for life's
necessities; feelings of personal failure, are some of the
problems that may contribute
to touching off child abuse.
Parents who abuse can be
•helped out of this pattern.
TTie Suspected Child Abuse
and Neglect (SCAN) Center
will offer a four-day workshop
to train volunteers to work
with parents under stress.
The workshop will be held
April 28 through May 1, from
9:30 am to 2:30 pm, at the
United Way Building, 184
Salem Avenue.
Volunteer parent aides and
crisis-line workers are needed.
A parent aide works one-toone with the self-referred
parent. He is someone with
whom the parent can learn to
share. The chief aim is to
build the parent's self-esteem.

..rganlzatlon*. OseMkibally,
paJd announcement* Bay be
I nKx li rcuuUr fal .
U

For farther Information or
•nbmlaalon of Newt Shut*,
contact Bob Myers, Newt
editor, at The Daily Guardian,
046 UC or extension 2505.
The Daily Guardian- reserves
the right to edit for style and
•pace connlderations.
break his isolation, and help
him learn to function more
effectively in his daily activities.
Crisis-line workers are nonjudgmental listeners who give
parents the opportunity to
release their frustrations over
the phone. They also help the
parent determine alternative
ways of dealing with anger.
After office hours volunteers
receive calls forwarded to
them by the United Way
Information and Referral Service.
If you would like to become
a SCAN volunteer, call the
Center at 223-5427.
Student Election*
The 1980-1981
Student
government Elections will be
held: May S (Mon). May 6
(Tues). May 7 (Wed), and
ZMay 8 (Thurs night).
The positions available are:
Chairer (at-lwge); representatives from Business. Education. Liberal Arts, Medical
School. Graduate Studies, and
Science and Engineering; also
available are five Media Committee student seats.
Please VOTE, we need your
support. P.S. Poll worker
positions are available. P.S.S.
also students without on campus amilbc^es may vote absentee.

Illumlnailoc Theatre
Illumination Theatre will
hold auditions for the Ohio
premiere of Working, a new
musical by Stephen Schwartz,
on April 28 and 29, from 6 to
10 pm in the Green room at
Sinclair Community College.
For more information, call
224-8516.4-21
SPRING COLLOQUIUM
The Religion Department
will present a series of three
Colloquium during the 1980
Spring quarter. Members ot
the Department will present
papers on their most recent
research and publication projects. Each colkiquium will
take place on t Tuesday
afternoon from 3:30-5:30 p.m.
in 182 Millett on the dates
given below.
Faculty, students and the public are
invited.
April 22. 1980
"Dominant and Public Center: Reflection on the 'One'
Religion of the United States."
Dr. Catherine L. Albanese
May 6, 1960
"Is Meditation Reiigiou«"
Dr. Willis M. Stoeiz
May 20, 1980
"The conventions ot Class
ical Biography and the Writing
of Luke-Acts''
Dr. David L. Barr
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Ringworld" characters return to planet
By MATT KENNEDY
G»«nHa» Staff Writer

Picture fifty feet of baby blue
Christmas ribbon one inch wide.
String it in a circle, one edge on
the floor, and put a lit candle in
tfif abUfe• Now expand the scale
until that candle's light is the size
of our sun and that ribbon is close
a million miles wide.
What you are now envisioning
is Ringworld, an artificial planet
completely surrounding its sun.
Ringworld has a surface area of
more than three million times that
of Earth.
On its surface it
contains oceans, mountains, and
countless races. All of this was
created and developed in the
mind of science fiction writer
Larrv Niven.
BACK BY '9>>9, Niven wrote a
Nebula award-winning novel entitled "Ringworld" containing a
motley crew of intergalactic characters; Louis Wu: a three hundred year old man, Speaker to the
Animals: a large, powerful, raw

meat eating, fur covered, feline
Kzinti, Teela Brown: an Earth
woman who was bred for luck,
and Messus: a Person's puppeteer (picture a pony only with
three well developed legs, two
heads with one eye and mouth
each, and this is the most timid
thing in the gsiaxy).
In the novel, the foursome
crash-land on Ringworld and
spend most of the novel trying to
get off Ringworld so the.v could
return to their worlds. In the end
they do accomplish this by going
through! the top of a mountain
called the Fist of God. made long
ago by a huge meteor.
But "Ringworld" left a great
deal of mysteries as to its origin
and builders.
NOW IN ANSWER to hundreds
of requests for more on Ringworld. Niven authors "The Ringworld Engineers."
"The Ringworld Engineers"
again sec our main characters:
Louis Wu, Speaker to the Animals
(now called Chmeeci and another

puppeteT named Hindmost, traveling to Ringworld, looking to
solve the mysteries about this
strange world. On arriving there,
the three explorers see thot
Ringworld is off-center and in a
little more than a year will crash
into its sun. The rest of the action
centers around Louis Wu »nd
Chmeee'u attempt to set Ringworld right.
"The Ringworld Engineers" is
a fine story, displaying the best
that readers expect from Niven.
but it seems to Jack something. It
could be that a novel written
entirely just to explain how a
planet shaped like a ring works
doesn't have the unexpected flair
to it. The entire novel is spent
trying to find out who built the
Ringworld, how does the Ringworld work and what makes it
work. Only the last few chapters
are spent on actually saving
Ringworld.
THE WHOLE PLOT flows at an
even steady pace with no twists or
sudden discoveries. The reader

just follows the characters as they
cautiously consider aii the angles
before making any moves and
reads the most interesting discoveries in the middle of the
chapters.
The novel does contain on«
very unexpected twis! when
CKmeee suddenly goes into hea!
tor a female Kzinti.
Now this is not to say that "The
Ringworld Engineers" is bad
No. this boot does rate equal to
the accomplishments of Clarke,
Heinlein. and Anderson. Even to
"Ringworld" itself.
ANY PERSON who enjoys
learning how a unique concept
works will enjoy "The Ringworld
Engineers".
But the person who doesr.'t like
hard core science fiction, who
doesn't know the difference between a Bussard ramjet and a
heat plate, or who can't grasp
very elementary ideas in physics
will not be able to stand "The
Ringworld Engineers".
The novel is loaded with the

terms, objects, and characters
made famous in Niven's Known
Space series. Things like sunflowers (the type that can burn
you alive by magnifying sunlight). flashlight lasers (the forebearer to the light saber), impact
armor (material that turns hard as
steel under impact), flycycles.
Quantum II hyperdrive, and
" t a n j " (there ain't no justice).
•THE RINGWORLD Engine
ers" is a fine novel, but not
something that will put yea at the
edge of your seat. For the fan of
science fiction it's a novel definitely worth reading.
For the fans of Larry Niven. it
makes an excellent conclusion for
the Known Space series, (or is
it?). Niven did leave it open for
another sequel.
Who knows,
maybe "Son of Ring-vorld E n g i neers" is down the line. 1 mean
you can get a lot of story ideas
about a world with three million
times the surface of the earth.

Backgammon marathon closes with little attention
icontinued from page 11
diving board which would enable
the players to communicate with
the people above.
AT 11:15 p.m. the group
continued to make prepartions,
adjusting equipment, and telling
jokes about Lloyd Bridges snd
Cousteau.
Off to the side was the game
they would use. A bright, unusually colored backgammon
board, covered with plastic, was
mounted on a clear base, and a
sei of "disks" replaced by silver
and gold machine washers and a
sei of Las Vegas standard issue
dice were used. Beside the game
were two weighted-down plastic
chairs.
Around 11:30, Dan On and
Barb Broyles began to suit up for
the first shift. While Broyles was
having some problem with her
"long johns" (scuba bottoms).
Orr was getting a little lastminute instruction in backgammon moves.
AS THE TIME grew nearer,
the group was still telling jokes.
Another wondered why there
were no reporters there to record
the significant event.
Finally around 11:45, with the
divers exclaiming, "Off we go
junior frogmen" Orr and Broyles
(wearing a red xki cap with the
word DIVER on it), went under.
The support divers had the
board and chairs set up, and Orr
and Broyles settled down in the
chairs, leaning on the bac&s.
AT MIDNIGHT they started.
The first winner was Orr and
Broyles came back to win the
second and third games.
It was eerie to watch the dice
thrown straight up, then float
down to the playing board.
AT 2r01 ORR and Broyles
changed places with the second
team after playing six games, Orr

winning two and Broyles winning
four.
At 12:30 Friday they had
played 29 games.
At 1:00 Saturday, 125 games
had been played, and when 4:00
was reached, it was 40 hours snd
halfway to the goal of 80.
THE HALFWAY shift started
at 2:00 with Anna Bradbury and
J.B. Smith.
There were more spectators
gathered around the poo! than
when it started at Thursday
midnight. Coins were scattered
over the pool bottom. One diver
spelled out in pennies WRIGHT
WHALES
SCUBA
CLU3
THANKS YOU!
Coins occasionally floated dow.i
onto the board, brushed aside by
Smith or Bradbury.
AFTER AWHILE there was as
II uch activity below the water as
above with four other divers
swimming around Smith and
Bradbury ai they played. One
nearby swimmer started to give
umpire signals to the players.
Smith flipped the dice with
styk, throwing them over a foot
above the board.
Bradbury, not well weighted
down, floated in equilibrium,
holding on to the chair with only
one hand.
Occasionally she
NOW HIKING I » + *
If you are temporarily discontinuing your education or
can only work for a limited
time, we may have the job for
you.
Our organization needs sev
eral men and women, 18 or
over to work at least 3 months.
No experience necessary. For
interview call:

would drift right over the board,
like a handstand, and play down
on it.
AN HOUR AND a half into the
shift, someone spelled out BLOT
TO WIN with coins.
At the end of the shift.
Bradbury had won four games,
and Smith won four.
When the shift call from the
hydrophone came. Smith and
Bradbury didn't seem to hear it,
concentrating on the game in
front of them. It took a second
call and some nudging from the
next team to get thern out.
ON SUNDAY, hour 64. two
other messages had been created
on the pool bottom. MORE FOR
THE CHILDREN & PARENTS
and THANK YOU. The total was
224 games played.
A factor tha! the Whale?, forgot
to calculate on was the time
change.
Because of it so.ne
members were coming in an hour
early or an hour late, but there
were substitutes to take their
place. Also the group's total
hours were increased by one.
going up to 81.
The last shift (81 hours) started
at 8:00 Monday morning, April
28. The divers were Cindy Cope,
and John (JJ) Russell. They had
played 230 games.
STANDING ABOUND the pool
were less people than when it
starred Thursday midnight. One

member commented that the rest
were jus! too tired to get up.
Someone had brought in a
television since Sunday night,
ind during the final shift. Captain
Kanganw was tuned in.
All the coins had been collected
from the bottom, adding up to
S62.31.
THERE WAS ONLY a small
group gathered around the pool
as 10:00 closed in. There was no
large celebration planned, but the
jokes were still present.
At 10:02 the players surfaced.
They had played 298 games.
A cameraman from TV2 was
there, and Russell and Cope set
up a scene for taping themselves

bringing up the backgammon
board.
THE FINAL time was 81 hours,
a new record for Ihe longest time
anyone had played underwater
backgammon snd the longest
time anyone had played an
underwater board game.
During the 81 hours, they
collected $87.39, but until donations come in the total won't be
known.
To a quiet applause, the 81
hour marathon ended.
AT 12:30 THAT same day.
there was no one sitting down in
the deep end. Th : i ackboard that
had been kept there for marking
tna score was the only reminder
of that three day and night event.

*
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Baseball team continues to get pitching and wins
By BOB CANAOY
Gacnlun Sparta Editor
The Wright State baseball team
continued to get outstanding
pitching over the weekend es they
swept the University of Dayton in
& doubleheader Saturday afternoon.
Greg Nischwitz won his sixth
game of the year without a loss as
the Raiders came behind to win
the first game 3-2.
- CHRIS CONTEB missed a
no-hitter by five feet in the second
game as he shut the Flyers out on
one hit 3-0 to push his record to
5-1.
The Raiders scored two runs in
the top of the seventh inning in
the first game to salvage the win.
Steve Haines, who has struck
out his first three times to the

plate, worked for a walk to lead
off the inning. Haines had no
longer reached first before he
took off for second on the first
pitch.
IT WAS bis 21st steal of the
year. Tony Ferraro flew out to
left for the first out of thi inning.
Dave Lochner. who had rocketed
a double to deep left earlier in the
game, then sent a Rare into
shallow center where it fell
untouched as Haines raced home
with the tying run.
Denny Robinson collected his
second hit of the game, e single to
center, stopping Lochner at second. Nishchwitz then had a
chance to help his own cause, but
he was hit by a pitch to load the
bases.
Jeff Palmer made the second
out of the inning by flying out. It

looked like the Flyers were out r-f
the inning when George Moore
sent a slow roller to the second
baseman.
HOWEVER, a hustling Bob
Steinbrunner, who ran for Nischwitz as a courtesy runner, caused
the second baseman to hurry to
the base. Both reached the bag
at the same time in a clcud of
dust. The umpire waited then
signaled safe, as the Raider
bench erupted and Lochner crossed the plate with the go-ahead
run.
That was all the incentive
Nischwitz needed to nail down the
win. He had been inconsistent in
the first six innings walking eight
batters. But, he threw smoke by
the first two hitters for strikeouts,
then got the last batter on a fly to
Moore in rightfield.

NOW
THREE
REASONS
TO BUY

1.
FREE RING
Trade in you' mon's gold
HS. ring lor a SIIADIUM®
College ring (ree.

ARTCARVfD AISO ALLOWS
BIST TRADE-IN VAlUfS
TOWARDS GOLD RING
PURCHASES

2.
CHOOSE

s e t e i v of 17 irmovotive
nJ CO'''l!TporO'y Styles o l
lupta, -,s wee* o - ' ,
RTCARVfD ffATuRfS M O W
3f SiGN MRif TV THAN ANY
OJHIR C O l l f G f KING COMPANY

3.
SAVE

%

Produced Iron o 5tror.g -*v-vder'b
olloy, SltADIUM® College ,ings
are available ol speool sole pnc?5

Sports
The second win came a little
easier for the Raiders and ConSer.
They get s rs-. in the top of the
first. After walks to Moore,
Lcchner, and Denny Robinson,
Marc Brown lifted a flybail to
center to score Moore. Ferraro
singled to center and Lochner was
thrown out at the plate, but it
didn't matter as that was the only
run Confer needed.
HE RETIRED the first seven
batters to face him and 13 of the
first 14. In the bottom of the fifth
Don Bruce sent a bouncer between Nischwitz at first and
Kenny Robinson at second for a
single. UD also got a walk that
inning but it was their only threat
of the ball game.

Women's softball
wins three games
By CHUCK ARBAUGH
Guardian Sport* Writer
The Wright State women's
softball team enjoyed a very
successful weekend, winning
three of four games played Friday
and Saturday at Wright State.
WSU split a doubleheader
Friday with Mount Union. The
Raiders won the first game 4-1.
Chris Snyder was the winning
pitcher, and she helped her cause
with a home run.
MOUNT UNION took the second game, 8-6, a.* WSU was
plagued by errors thioughout the

EXPLORE

ARTCARVfD PROVIDES A N
A l T f R N A W f TO THE HIGH P R O Of GOLD

YOUR
INNER

* BONUS: ArtCorved's College ring specialist is on campus today
to assist with this important and meaningful purchase.
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COLLEGE RINGS

. . . symbolizing y o u r ability to achieve.

April 28--May 1
DATE

10--3 Millett Hall
LOCATION

WSU

Bookstore

SPACE
You can have the extra edge
to help you predict and plan
your best days for important
business decisions, or competing in sports, or developing
those "special encounters".
To receive 3 months personalized computer generated biorythm chart and analysis send
S3.SO plus SO cents handling,
month, day, year of birht to :

Bio-Lab
Dept . A
P.O. Box 171
W. Carrollton, O
A unique gift

Deposit reqmed Masie- Charge or Vso accepted.

WSU had scored a run in the
top of the inning to go out in front
2-0. Jeff Palmer added a homerun
in the top of the seventh just for
good measure.
Conter struck out 10 batters
while lowering his ERA to 2.41.
The shutout was the sixth of the
year by the Raider pitching staff,
that is two shy of the school
record for shutouts in & year.
WHILE THE Raiders 22-6
record speaks for itself, the team
pitching stats shout out loud.
Greg Nischwitz ranks second in
the nation for Division II pitching
in strikeouts per game, Lochner is
fourth in the same category. The
Raiders were ranked fifth as a
team in ERA with 3.15, but it has
since fallen to 2.84.

contest.
The Raiders took on two foes
Saturday, Cleveland State and
Sinclair. Cleveland State was the
first victim, 4-1. Chris Snyder
again picked up the win. fcer third
of the season.
"Chris has pitched well all
season," said coach Pat Davis.
"It was a combination of her
pitching and good defense that
won us the ball game."
SINCLAIR WAS WSU's second
opponent Saturday, and the second victim. Wright State scored
six runs in the first inning in route
to a 17-4 victory. Dea Wunderly
won her first game of the year,
b u t ' t was a team effort that did
'Sinclair in.
"Everyone played against Sinclair, and everyone contributed,"
Davis said. "Carolyn Waugh had
a two-run homer, but really It was
everyone out there hustling that
won us the game."
The women's softball team is
now 4-6 for the season. WSU's
next outing will be in the double
header Tuesday with the University of Dayton. The first game will
begin at 3:00 p.m.
AFTER TUESDAY'S play, the
Raiders travel to Akron to pixyIn
the OAISW Division D tournament on May 2-3. Wright State
must win two out of three in
Akron to go to aw regionals at
Southern Illinois-Fdwardsville.
"When you're successful, your
confidence builds up," said Davis. "Our team is more confident
now. and we're being more
aggressive at the plate.
"The transition to fast-pitch
softball hasn't been easy, but !
think we're where we should be
right now. We're on the upswing,
and that's important since we're
going into the tournament pretty
soon."

